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ABSTRACT
This paper evaluates the efficacy of self-rated skill as a method of
differentiating player performance by analyzing data gathered in 4
previous user studies. Analysis confirms that self-rated skill can be
effective for differentiating actual performance on average, but that
it is not necessarily predictive for every game, and that while player
performance is comparable across gender, few male participants
self-rated at the lowest skill level, and no females self-rated at the
highest. Additional findings suggest having participants self-rate
on a five point scale, but applying those ratings in three tiers may
be effective for differentiating game performance by player skill
level across gender.

CCS CONCEPTS
•Applied computing→Computer games; •Human-centered
computing → User studies.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Most video games take time to master both in understanding what
tasks meet the game challenges and in executing the tasks well.
This paper grew out of a planned study which needed to ascer-
tain player skill for recruiting participants. Past work analyzing
elite gamers showed self-perceptions of skill tends to align with
performance [5]. However, there is research on gender and player

“Git gud” is a slang rendering of “get good”, used by gamers to mean getting better at
a task or skill.
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performance that suggests females may be under-recognized com-
pared to males for the same skill [8]. Thus, this study was born of
a practical motivation: is asking directly, as was done in these prior
studies, a good way to effectively categorize players of different
skill levels, also considering gender?

To answer our research questions, we use data gathered from 4
previous user studies that observed user performance for a basic
game-task, with user-provided information on gender and computer
gamer skill. Analysis of 181 users (25% female) playing over 700
game rounds shows:
1) Self-rated player skill is accurate in differentiating median player
performance. Note, skill does not always reflect every individual
performance since that can vary from game to game.
2) Self-rated skills with a 5-point scale yield only 3 tiers of dif-
ferentiation: 1-2 (low), 3 (medium), and 4-5 (high). Administering
self-rated skill questions on a 5 point scale, but grouping into 3 tiers
in post-study analysis may help account for gender biases in the
self-rating scale.
3) In our datasets, player skills are generally comparable across
gender. However, only two males self-rated at the lowest skill and
no females self-rated at the highest skill, despite their being no
significant difference in performance between top-tier males and
second-tier females.

2 DATASETS
We use 4 sets of data obtained from prior user studies [1–3]:Mouse-
A,Mouse-B, Thumbstick andMotion. Each dataset was obtained from
users playing a custom game with a focus on one player action –
selecting a moving target with a pointing device (e.g., a mouse).
Selecting a moving target is a player action common to several PC
game genres (e.g., shooters).

The Mouse-A, Mouse-B and Thumbstick datasets were gathered
with a custom game called Puck Hunt in which each round, the
user tries to select a moving target as fast as possible. The user is
scored via a timer that stops when the target is selected. Targets
are 28 mm in diameter and move with three different speeds (42,
84, 126 mm/s for Mouse-A and Thumbstick and 154, 308 and 434
mm/s for Mouse-B) under 11 different added delays (0 to 400 ms),
with each combination of delay and speed played 5 times.

For the first two datasets, Mouse-A and Mouse-B, users played
Puck Hunt with a mouse. For the third dataset, Thumbstick, users
played Puck Hunt with a game controller.

For the fourth dataset, users played a custom game called Juke!
with a mouse. Juke! is like PuckHunt but the target moves with
force-based physics (e.g., acceleration), with speed and direction
governed by turn angle and turn frequency. Targets are 8 mm in
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Table 1: Summary of dataset variables

Dataset Users Aдe (s) Gender Rounds Performance Conditions System delay Input
Mouse-A 51 23.7 (3.1) 43 ♂ 8 ♀ 167 time, clicks 3 speeds, 11 delays 20 ms mouse
Mouse-B 31 20.9 (1.9) 23 ♂ 8 ♀ 167 time, clicks 3 different speeds, same delays 100 ms mouse
Thumbstick 46 19.8 (1.5) 31 ♂ 15 ♀ 167 time, clicks same as Mouse-A 50 ms thumbstick
Motion 53 19.8 (1.5) 39 ♂ 14 ♀ 223 time, distance 3 turns, 3 angles, 4 delays 50 ms mouse

Combined 181 21.1 (2.7) 136 ♂ 45 ♀

diameter and turn with an interval selected from 3 different values
(30, 90, and 150 ms) and an angle from 4 different values (0, 90 and
180 degrees). The game adds a fixed amount of delay selected from
4 different values (0 to 250 ms). Each combination of jink interval,
angle & delay appears 5 times.

All user studies were conducted in dedicated computer labs with
computer hardware more than adequate to support the games and
LCDmonitors. Before playing, each participant completed informed
consent forms and demographic questionnaires. The questionnaire
included the question “rate yourself as a computer gamer” with re-
sponses given on a 5 point scale (1-low to 5-high). The questionnaire
also included age and gender questions with options for “male”,
“female”, “other” and “prefer not to say” – only four users did not
specify either male or female. Since four is too few to provide for
any meaningful statistical analysis of that group, they are removed
from user counts, except where otherwise specified.

Table 1 provides a summary of the main variables in the datasets.
All datasets are skewed towards young, male adults (similar to
the university population drawn from) with a slight skew towards
higher self-rated skill (mean slightly above 3 and mode 4 for each
dataset), but there are players of all self-rated skill levels in each
set.

3 ANALYSIS
Our analysis is guided by our main hypotheses that self-rated player
skills correlate with player performance. Space restricts the details
provided, but more information is in our technical report [10].

3.1 Player Performance
The performance of each user is the average of their target selection
time across all trials in their user study. Since the games conditions
are slightly different between the four studies, we normalize the
data based on the average performance of all users in the same study.
Users with normalized values below 1 are better than average and
values above 1 are worse than average. The normalized performance
values for all datasets are combined into a single dataset with one
row (observation) per user: Self-rated skill (1-5), Gender (♂or ♀),
and Elapsed Time (normalized seconds).

In order to assess if self-rated game skills are indicators of actual
game performance, the participants’ normalized selection times are
grouped by self-rating of computer game skills (1-low to 5-high). A
lower time is better. Figure 1 shows boxplots of normalized elapsed
time on the y-axis for users clustered by self-rating on the x-axis.
Each box depicts quartiles and median with the mean shown with
a ‘+’. Points higher or lower than 1.4 × the inter-quartile range are

Figure 1: Elapsed time versus self-rated skill

outliers, depicted by the dots. The whiskers span from the minimum
non-outlier to the maximum non-outlier. The x-axis “n=” labels
indicate the number of participants in each group.

From the figure, the mean and median normalized elapsed times
decrease (improve) approximately linearly with self-rated skill.
However, the spread indicated by the boxes shows that some users
with lower self-ratings performed better than some users with
higher self-ratings.

A one-way between subjects ANOVA shows a significant effect
of self-rated skill on elapsed time at the 0.05 significance level for
the five conditions, F(4, 176) = 17.86, p < .001. Post-hoc tests were
conducted on all self-rated skill-group pairs with corrections for
multiple-comparisons. Since elapsed times were observed to be
skewed right and some self-rated skill groups had fewer than 30
participants, comparisons used the Mann-Whitney U test with Bon-
ferroni correction – effectively, testing whether two independent
self-rated skill group samples come from populations having the
same distribution.

Table 2 depicts the results of the Mann-Whitney U tests. Each
row is a comparison between self-rated skill groups, with signifi-
cant results highlighted in bold. The tests indicate that the median
elapsed time is greater for skill group A than for skill group B for
comparisons between 1-4, 1-5, 2-4, 2-5, 3-4, and 3-5. Median elapsed
time differences between adjacent skill groups at then end of the
rating scale (i.e., 1-2, 1-3, 2-3, and 4-5) are not significant.

The correlation between the elapsed times for all users and self-
rated skills was significant but only weakly negatively correlated,
R2 = 0.28, p < .001. Users’ predicted normalized elapsed time is
equal to: 1.5 − 0.14 × skill , where skill is the self-rated skill. The
correlation between the median elapsed time for all users and their
self-rated skills was significant and strongly negatively correlated,



Table 2: Mann-Whitney U test for self-rated skill

Skill Users Median
A B A B A B U p value
1 2 10 19 1.32 1.18 76 0.449
1 3 10 39 1.32 1.06 117 0.055
1 4 10 68 1.32 0.90 105 <.001
1 5 10 45 1.32 0.81 61 <.001
2 3 19 39 1.18 1.06 269 0.094
2 4 19 68 1.18 0.90 221 <.001
2 5 19 45 1.18 0.81 110 <.001
3 4 39 68 1.06 0.90 792 <.001
3 5 39 45 1.06 0.81 404 <.001
4 5 68 45 0.90 0.81 1249 0.100

Figure 2: Elapsed time versus self-rated skill by gender

R2 = 0.99, p < .001. Users’ predicted median normalized elapsed
time is equal to: 1.4 − 0.13 × skill , where skill is the self-rated skill.

3.2 Player Performance by Gender
Figure 2 shows boxplots as in Figure 1 but broken down by gender.
The x-axis “M=” and “F=” labels indicate the number of male and fe-
male participants, respectively, in each self-rated skill group. From
the figure, the mean and median elapsed times decrease approxi-
mately linearly with self-rating for both genders with the exception
of males at skill 1 that has a mean and median normalized elapsed
time near 1. Note, however, that there are only 2 males in this group.

A one-way between subjects ANOVA for both males and females
shows a significant effect of self-rated skill on elapsed time at the
0.05 significance level for the five conditions – for males F(4, 131))
= 5.20, p < .001, and for females F(3, 40) = 3.78, p = 0.018.

The elapsed time performance of males compared to females at
the same self-rated skill group were compared usingMann-Whitney
U tests, the results shown in Table 3. The tests indicate differences
in normalized elapsed times across genders was not significant for
all skill levels.

We note that there are no females that self-rated their skills as 5,
whereas 45 males (33%) self-rated their skills as 5. Visually, there is
considerable overlap between the boxes for self-rated skill 4 females
and self-rated skill 5 males. A Mann-Whitney U test indicates the
elapsed time was not statistically different for self-rated skill 4

Table 3: Mann-Whitney U test for gender

Users Median
Skill ♂ ♀ ♂ ♀ U p value
1 2 8 1.02 1.41 2 0.18
2 6 13 1.17 1.27 28 0.37
3 25 14 1.02 1.18 130 0.19
4 58 10 0.90 0.94 241 0.40
5 45 0 0.82 n/a n/a n/a

Figure 3: Elapsed time versus combined self-rated skill

females (median = 0.94) than for self-rated skill 5 males (median =
0.82), U = 152, p = 0.114.

3.3 Combined Self-rated Skill Groups
From Table 2, there is no statistically significant difference between
the normalized elapsed times for self-rated skill groups 1 and 2 and
groups 4 and 5. Hence, we explore combining self-rated skill groups
1-2 and self-rated skill groups 4-5 to effectively have 3 different
skill groups: low (1 & 2), medium (3) and high (4 & 5).

Figure 3 shows boxplots as in Figure 1, but with the 1-2 and 4-5
self-rated skill groups combined. From the figure, the same visual
trends hold in that mean and median normalized elapsed times
decrease (improve) with self-rated skill.

A one-way between subjects ANOVA shows a significant effect
of self-rated skill on elapsed time (0.05 significance) for the three
conditions, F(2, 176) = 33.12,p < .001. Table 4 has the corresponding
Mann-Whitney U tests. All results are significant, indicating the
median elapsed time is greater for skill group A than for skill group
B for all comparisons.

Table 4: Mann-Whitney U test for combined self-rated skill

Skill Users Median
A B A B A B U p value
low med. 29 39 1.26 1.06 386 0.026
low high 29 113 1.26 0.86 497 <.001
med. high 39 113 1.06 0.86 1196 <.001



4 RELATEDWORK
Work related to ours deals with self-efficacy ratings and facilitates
a more complex discussion of how “skill” translates into execution.
Dunning [4], Simons [12] and Ocay [7] point out that people tend to
overestimate skills at lower levels of mastery, which might provide
a way to interpret the wider variance in performance at the lowest
self-rated skill. Nietfeld [6] and Ocay [7] indicate self-rated skill
does not always translate globally into game success, but rather
selectively in particular tasks. Shih [11] may help explain why
women are more likely to self-rate at the lowest skill in seeming
contradiction to the Dunning-Kruger Effect [4]. Our work builds
upon this previous work by providing a specific evaluation of how
well a single, self-rated gamer ability question translates into a
specific game skill.

5 CONCLUSION
The goal of this research paper is to analyze the self-rating of
gamer skill in relation to in-game performance. We use results from
4 previous user studies that had participants self-rate their skills
and then play a game that isolated a single game action – selecting
a moving target – with different game difficulties. Analysis of 181
users (136 males and 45 females) across 5 self-rated skill groups
shows:
1) Self-rated skill is a strong predictor of player performance on
average. For individual players, however, self-rated skill may be a
weak predictor since a player’s performance will vary from game
to game.

2) A self-rated skill scale with 5 points only provides 3 levels of
differentiation: low (self-rated scores of 1 and 2), medium (self-rated
score of 3) and high (self-rated scores of 4 and 5).
3) Very few males rated themselves skill 1 and no females rated
themselves skill 5. However, skills are comparable across genders -
there is no significant difference between male and female perfor-
mance for players that rate themselves with medium and high skill.

Our findings suggest that an effective way of differentiating
player skill is to administer the self-rated skill question on a 5 point
scale, but to group levels 1 and 2, and levels 4 and 5 in post-study
analysis. This should allow future studies to effectively deploy
player skill levels in the analysis, while helping account for gender
biases in the self-rating scale.

In addition to elapsed time, player performance for targe selec-
tion can also be assessed by accuracy (number of clicks to hit the
target or distance of cursor from target when clicked). Future work
is to analyze such data, comparing and combining accuracy with
elapsed time for a richer measure of player performance. Skill and
success in games may often need more than high performance for
a single game action. Thus, while we have found here that player-
rated skill is predictive of performance in terms of speed, the extent
to which that is a the primary driver for player success, or the
most important skill for a gamer to have, remains an open research
question. This includes future work assessing other game actions
as well as games. Since previous research has indicated that women
are less likely to identify as “gamers” [9], alternate wording for
self-rated skill identification (e.g., such as “video game skill”) and
even multiple self-rating questions are also worth exploring.
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